In 191, Kazhdan and Lusztig associated to a Coxeter group W certain polynomials P,,, (y, w E W). In the case where W is a Weyl group, these polynomials (or their values at 1, P,,,,(l)) give multiplicities of irreducible constituents in the Jordan-Holder series of Verma modules for a complex semisimple Lie algebra corresponding to W (see [ 3, 4] ). Also, in the case where W is an affine Weyl group, it has been conjectured by Lusztig [lo] that these polynomials or their values P,,,(l) enter the character formula of irreducible rational representations for a semisimple algebraic group (corresponding to W) over an algebraically closed field of prime characteristic.
PRELIMINARIES ON HECKE ALGEBRAS
In this section, we shall fix notation and give some basic properties on the Hecke algebras of afline Weyl groups. Our basic references are (51 and [ 111. In fact, the purpose of this section is to describe the contents of [ 11, Sect. 1 ] directly in terms of Hecke algebras. We shall often follow the notation in 1.1. Let V = a finite dimensional real vector space ( , ) = a positive definite inner product on V R = an irreducible root system in V R + = the set of positive roots in R with respect to some ordering B = the set of simple roots in R + W = the Weyl group of R, a subgroup of GL( V).
Let P be the weight lattice of R; that is, Here a" = 2a/(a, a) is the coroot corresponding to a E R. Let Q be the root lattice (the lattice of V generated by R). Both P and Q are W-modules over Z. Now we let E be the afline space whose underlying vector space is I'. Then we can define W, = W K Q (resp. @ = W K P), the semidirect product of W by Q (resp. P) as an afline transformation group on E, where Q or P acts on E by translation. This W, is the affine Weyl group of type R ". We use the following notation: t, = the translation by 1 E P s, = the reflection in W corresponding to a E R.
Let S = (s, ] a E B } be the set of simple reflections in W. The pair (W, S) is a finite Coxeter system. Similarly, put S, = S U {so} where sO = taosa (al is the highest coroot of R "). Then the pair (W,, S,) is also a Coxeter system. Let N be the normalizer of S, in @. It is known that @ is a semidirect product of N by W,, hence I@= N. W,. Let I: W, -+ L,, be the length function with respect to S,. This 1 extends to a function on @ by l(nw) = Z(w) for w E W,, n E N. According to Iwahori and Matsumoto [6, Proposition 1.231, we have the following explicit formula of 1. PROPOSITION 
(Iwahori-Matsumoto).
For x E W and A E P, l(xt,) = x I(4 a">1 + I 1 + (4 a% CYER +fYml(R +) neR+nr'(-R+) 1.3 . Following [ 111, we henceforth regard @ and its subgroup W, as acting on E on the right: we put ux =def x-'v (ordinary left action) and vt, =def v + 1 for v E E, x E W, and d E P. Hence s, is the reflection with respect to the hyperplane HaO,-, where H,,, (a E R ', n E E) denotes the hyperplane in E defined by H,,,={vEE((u,a")=n}.
Let X be the set of all connected components (= alcoves) of E\U H a>o,nsz a.n The group p and W, act on X. In particular the action of W, on X is simply transitive. Let A -= A; be the open simplex in E bounded by the hyperplanes H,,, (a E B) and FpO,-, . Then A -E X and X= {A -w ] w E W,}. (It should be noted that N is the stabilizer of A -in @.) We define a left action of W, on X by ~$4 -w) = A -yw (y, w E W,).
1.4. Let @'-be the anti-dominant cone in E (i.e., the open cone containing A -and bounded by H,,, for all a E B). Similarly let GYt be the dominant cone, the opposite of g'-. (These are quaters in the sense of [ 11 I.) If we denote by w, the longest element of W, we have 97' = g-w,. We put A+ = A -w. c E'. We also denote by Ai (resp. A;) the alcove A +tA (resp. A -tn) for I E P.
A connected component of E \lJasB,neH H,,, is said to be a box. This is a fundamental domain for the action of P. We fix a special box (the "restricted" box) n = no containing A +. Thus other boxes are of the form IZA=17t,3A;
(JEP).
1.5. Let q be an indeterminate. Let R be the Hecke algebra of W, over Z [q, q-l]; namely, 8 is a Z [q, q-'l-algebra with a free basis ( T,,,}wew, and the multiplication law For technical reasons we introduce 2 the Hecke algebra of # over H [q, q-l] ; this is an algebra over Z [q, q-l] with bases T, (w E @ which are subject to the same conditions (1.5.1) and (1.5.2). We regard 2 as a subalgebra of 2. It is known that
(Tn,~n@T,,,;nEN,wE W,), (1.5.3) where Z [N] is the group algebra of N and the right-hand side denotes the "twisted" tensor product (see [6, Proposition 3.81 ). For simplicity, we denote Tt, simply by T,, (A E P). Put P + + = P nQi (the set of dominant weights) where %? is the closure of @Y'+ in E. We note the following easy consequences of 1.2: (1.5.5) Let A? be a free Z [q, qq']-module with bases corresponding to the alcoves in X. Then, R has a P-module structure under the action of T, (s E S,) given by
1.7. We note that for any A E P, we can choose ,u in Pt ' (or even in Pt ' n Q) satisfying A + ,U E Pt '. Define an element r, of 2 by f., = TA + rc T, ' .
(1.7.1) Then (1.5.4) shows that FA is well-defined (independent of the choice of ,u), F*ERifAEQ,and em --w TAT, = T,T., = Tit, (4 iu E a.
If w E p is of the form w = xt, (x E W, A E P), we set f, = T, Fl.
For w E I@, we define n(w) E N as the N-part of w under the semidirect decomposition W= N . W, (n(w) is characterized by the condition w E n(w)IV,). Then it is easily seen that We may assume w E W,. It is sufficient to prove T,@;) = YV;) (1.8.1)
for y = zt, (2 E W, v E P+ + n Q), r E Q. In fact, for ?",,, = T, Tl T; ' 
ProoJ
We may suppose w = xf, (x E W, I E P) where 1 is sufficiently dominant; i.e., (A, a") >> 0 for all a E B. Then F,+ = T,,,, FS',w = T,, (recall (1.5.4)), and s E Y'(A-w) if and only if Z(sw) < Z(w) (see 1.2) . Thus the lemma.
In view of 1.9, we see that R is spanned by Fw for w E W, over Z [q, q-'1. But 1.8 shows that F,,, (w E W,) are linearly independent. Now let us regard P as a &"-module under left multiplications. Then we have shown The inverse map of (ii) is given by A -w F-+ F,,,. This proposition enables us to interpret Lusztig's results [ 11, Sect. 21 on A directly in terms of the Hecke algebra R. Remark 1.11. The statement 1.10(i) is also valid for ,@' and I@! 1.12. Let ht: Q --) E be the height function defined to be the linear form satisfying ht(a) = 1 for all a E B. This ht uniquely extends to ht:P+ fZ; that is, ht(J> = (4 P") @EP)
where p" = fC,>O a". Now we define the generic length function g: @* H by g(xt,J = Z(x) + 2ht@) (x E w, 1 E P). ny < n'w (n, n' EN; y, w E W,) if and only if n = n' and ,V < w (with respect to the "usual" Bruhat order on W, relative to S,). It is easy to see that this order < is well-defined. Fory,wE W,, y<w~aandonlyify(A~)<w(A-)(,<is the partial order on X introduced in [ 11, 1.51). This is clear from the definitions of both order < and < (on X). We call this order < on I? the generic Bruhat order.
INTERTWINING

OPERATORS
Here we shall study various intertwining operators on A?.
We start with an unpublished result of I. N. Bernstein. We repeat it here together with the proof stated in [ 131 for the sake of completeness. Proof: (i) We may assume 1 E P ++. Then (i) is immediate from (1.55).
(ii) We may also assume A E P+ + by using (i). Set t = t,. If we put l(t) = 2ht(A) = n, we see that The proof is straightforward.
For any ,? E P, we define an element d, of G? by Let 8' be the left ideal of R generated by all of the elements d, (A E P).
We have
for s = s, (a E B), from 2.4. Therefore, noting that 1 -qO_, is an injective endomorphism on 3 (and on X0), we can define
that is, 0, is given by
Since 0, (A E Q) stabilizes R", we can define 0, for any w E W, by 0, = 0, . 0, if w = xt, (x E W, 1 E Q). Hence (2.5.1) is still valid for any WE w,. Incidentally, in the above, we have otained an injective antihomomorphism from W, to Aut,dR') by w ++ 0,. i.e., ydfg) = fv( g) for f, g E SF.
(ii) w(Fw) = F,,, for w E W,. (iii) r&Y") = 3' Proof (i) is obvious from the definition. If w = xfA (x E W, A E Q), we have F,,,= TXmTa+. T;' for some ,u E P++ satisfying A t ,u E P' ' by the definition of T,. Hence we get
by using (1.55). This proves (ii). The claim (iii) follows from (ii). To be more precise, we define the Z-submodule A0 of A corresponding to Z" as follows: we regard the weight lattice P as the set of special points in E (see [5] ). We set e,= s A AEX x3.4
for each A E P, where 2 is the closure of A in E. Then ,X0 is the Rsubmodule of A generated by the elements e, for any A E P. (see [ 11, 2.101 ). This CJI corresponds to our v by Lemma 2.7(ii). Finally, let Qp,: I Ho + +@'O be the R-antilinear map defined in [ 11, 2. 121 with respect to the length function 6 in (1.13.1). Then the condition (see [ 11, 2. 
12(a)])
shows that Qp, corresponds to !Y" (cf. 2.8) under the identification of JY' with X0.
Following
[ 111, we call a subset Kc W, bounded if there exists an element w E W, such that y < w for any y E K (see 1.14 for the definition of <). This condition is equivalent to the boundedness (in the sense of [ 11, 7 . I]) of { y(A -) 1 y E K} by 1.5. Also, we can show easily that this is equivalent to the condition Kc Y, for some ,U E Q where for 3, E Q and s = s, (a E B). Thus we may regard O,, 3, E Q (resp. O;, s E S) as an element of Enddpx) (resp. Homd&x, px.)) by putting for 0 = 0, (resp. 0 = Oj), cf. [ 11, 7. 21. Also, we regard 19,~ = 6* as an element of End,d&) for J E Q, x E W. As we noted before, the operators of the form 1 -CO, (c E L [q, q-'1 ', a E R) are injective on d&4 But on &x (x E IV), they are even invertible by (2.10.1). Indeed, let us define the formal sums (1 -CO,); ' by We remark here that the polynomials P,,, can be also defined for y, w E @ in a similar way: actually it is readily seen that PY,w = PY,,w, if y = ny' and w = nw' (y, w E @, n E N, y', Iv' E W,; recall the definition of the Bruhat order < on m (1.14) Using the same argument as in [9, 2.21, we see that P,,, are uniquely determined by Theorem 3.2. Besides, we have P,,, = P,,, if y, w E a and y(A -), w(A -) are sufficiently far from the walls of SF'.
We put P Ija.0 A,C = fiy,w if A = y(A -) and C = w(A -). To state our formula on we need the element D, E J introduced by Lusztig [ 11, 1.8 and 7.31. In fact, suppose that 3.7 holds. Then
obviously satisfies (3.6.1) by 3.4. On the other hand, the degree of the coefficient of At-,, in q -"t9-,,A is n(a,p") -n = $d(At_,,,,A) -n (see (2.3.2) ). This, together with 3.4, shows that E, satisfies (3.6.2) also. Hence we have E,= Ci,,,A.
In the rest of this section, we shall give a proof of 3.7. We may extend the domain of this pairing ( , ) on 2 X 2 slightly; for example, (, ) can be also defined on a x 2w0. Under the identification of J with Z, we regard ( , ) as a bilinear form on A, too. Hence (A, B) = qscA) S,,B (Kronecker's delta) for A, B E X.
Let X* be the Z[q, q-']-module consisting of all formal sums C a, T, (a,,, E b[q, q-l]). Then R* 3&X for any x E W. We can regard X'* as the dual space of G'P by f(g) = (f, g) (f E Z*, g EZ).
To an arbitrary Z[q, q-'l-linear map y:R+R*, we associate its formal adjoint operator y *: <;%" -+ R* so as to satisfy the identity (This is the typical case where we use formal adjoint operators; see 3.11 and 3.12 below.) Similarly, we define the notion of formal adjoint operators on -R. 3.9. Let j be the involutive ring automorphism of 2 given by j x a,T,,, = s a,(-q-')'(""T,,,.
( 1 It is easily seen that j(r,,,) = (-q-l)g(w)F,,,. Hence we shall regard j as an element of Aut,(J) (and, moreover, Aut,(& or Aut,(& for any x E W). Note that j(A) = (-q-1)6(A)A for A E X.
We give here an easy lemma on relations between j and O,, 0: and v, (or w) for later use. (ii) j. 0:
. j= -q-l@j (s E S).
(iii) j . q) . j = (-q-l)'cwO'yl.
(iv) j . y . j = (-q-')'(wo)y.
Proof.
(i) (resp. (ii)) is a consequence of the fact that j(?J = ?A for A E P (resp. j(1,) = -q- '1, for s E S). (iii) (or equivalently (iv)) is easily checked.
We can now construct the map 6 in 3.2 explicitly by using this j and a certain formal adjoint operator. (ii) (j . w)* = (-l)"""'j e w.
Proof:
Obviously (i) and (ii) are equivalent. Since (j * q)(A) =j(Aw,) = (-q-')8'AW+bv0
for A E X, we have 
4.4.
To begin with, we recall Andersen's result [2] . Let ~9'~ be the Zsubmodule of J generated by A + + A +s where s runs over S. Set ~'=~fE~~ol(n,f)=O(VnEJtT)}.
Then we can formulate [2, 7. 21 in the following way. for f E-2'. Let ,W be the left ideal of ,#' generated by T,,,O + T,+ for any s E S. This is the submodule of P' corresponding to . #^. We shall actually study the condition (which is equivalent to (4. This, together with the remark after (4.7.4), implies that the element F, E A satisfies the identity on A corresponding to (4.7.3). Thus we have shown that j. q(Fc) E J?' and, more generally, that every element f E 2 satisfying the condition (4.7.1) can be written as a sum of these F,. On the other hand, we have 4.9. Theorem 4.2 implies that PA,= for A, C c %Y+ can be calculated by pA,,,r for A', C' c I7 since D, E-X is obtained from these PA ,,c, (see [ 11, 5.21 ). But if we specialize q = 1, then we know that the coefficients of D, are simply given by P,,,(l) ([ 11, 5.31) . So let us see what the specialization of 4.2 is for q = 1. Let Z [ @I] be the group algebra of I$' over Z (the specialization of 2). An element w E @ is said to be restricted if A -w c IZ. We note that for any w E a (or w E N.@), there exists y E @' restricted and A E Pi + such that w = ytA. Then we can state the following corollary of 4.2, which will be used in Section 5. We note first that the right-hand side of (4. 5.1. Let G be a simply connected almost simple algebraic group over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 1. We fix T, a maximal torus of G. Assume that G is of type R. We identify P with X(T)= Hom(T, G,), the character group of T. To a dominant weight J E P ' ', we associate two rational G-modules: L, = the irreducible module with highest weight 1; V, = the Weyl module with highest weight 1 (this is a reduction mod p of the corresponding irreducible module in characteristic 0, see, e.g., [7] for more details).
For a finite dimensional rational G-module M, ch M denotes the character of M; chM=CAEP dim MA . en where Ma is the weight space of M for /z and e' is a base of Z [P] corresponding to 1, E P. By the Weyl character formula, ch v, = x (-1)""' e(a+P)X-P go (1 -epa>-' (5.1.1) XCW forAEP++.
Instead of W, = W K Q and @ = W K P, we use hereafter W,,, = W K pQ and I8$ = W K pP, respectively. But we adapt the notation introduced in Section 1 to a new action v b u . w of Wa,p (or @J on E defined to be u-w=(u+p)w-p, i.e., the usual dot action (cf. [7] ). Hence, for example, alcoves are changed in their scales by the multiplication by p and are shifted by -p.
From now on, we shall assume p > h = the Coxeter number of R so as to have A -n Pf 0. We choose A EA n P and fix it hereafter. We call w E @p dominant (resp. restricted) if A . w E P' ' (resp. 0 < (,I . w, a") < p for all a E B), cf. This (*) is equivalent to the generic decomposition pattern conjecture since (C-1) dL4,C)p A,C)A,CEX is the inverse "matrix" of (QA7C)a,cEx [ 11, 11. 101 (see [ 11, (2.14.1) ] for the definition of QA*'). Now suppose (*) holds. By the assumption on p, we may choose ,D E Pt + above SO that pp + 1 . z is suffkiently far from the walls for every z E @p with WV, < z =$ W. Thus (*) shows that the coefficient of I?+'.' in ch LO, . w) 8" n (1 -e-")(I -eppa)-l c**> a>0 is given by (-l)g(W)-g(ZJ P,.,,(l) for any z with wwo < z < w (cf. the argument in 5.4). Here (1 -e-p'")- ' should be regarded as an infinite sum Cn>O eKnpa. is given by (-l)g(w)-g(Z) PZ,,( 1) for any z < w (especially for z with WV, < z < IV).
Comparing (* *) and (* * *), we get chL(,I. w) 11 (1 -epa)= \' (-l)""'~"y'P,,w(l)e~'~, a>0 The author would like to express his hearty thanks to G. Lusztig for informing him of the conjecture (see 4.3) which motivated this work. Thanks are also due to H. H. Andersen for sending the paper [2] before its publication, and for raising a suggestive question (see 5.6 ).
